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We are forecasting that the headline inflation in July will slide to 10.98% from 11.22% in June. If accurate, it 

will be the lowest level since January 2016. The moderation in the general price level would be largely 

underpinned by lower food inflation due to favourable harvest. Our forecast also points to a 0.16% decline 

in the month-on-month inflation to 0.91% (11.50% annualized). During our survey in July, we noticed that 

the prices of most of the commodities in the food basket declined.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even though the projection means the CBN will be closer to achieving its inflation rate of 6-9% target, the 

probability that headline inflation will fall below 10% and stay there is unlikely at this point in time. This is 

because the economy will be impacted by the high liquidity resulting from the payment of the new 

minimum wage to grade 1-4 workers as well as the CBN’s effort to boost lending to the private sector. 
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Cost push factors remained subdued in July  

In spite of the adjustments in the exchange rate for converting import duty to N326/$, cost push factors 

were subdued in July, as the prices of white products such as air conditioners, washing machines and 

dishwashers remained flat. However, the impact of the adjustment could be felt in the coming months. 

 The retail price of diesel was down 6% to N222/liter in July. This has reduced logistics and distribution 

costs by approximately 5%. 

 The exchange rate was relatively stable across all market segments in July, supported largely by the 

CBN’s continuous intervention in the forex market ($1.21bn). However, the frequency and amount of 

intervention in subsequent months could be limited by the steady depletion of the gross external 

reserves. The gross reserves lost approximately $450mn in the last month, now at $44.69bn.  

Minimum wage Impact tapered by a boost in output 

The payment of the new minimum wage and arrears for grade 1-4 workers commenced in July. While this is 

expected to increase purchasing power and boost aggregate demand, its inflationary impact was to a large 

extent mitigated by the output from the harvests.  

Money supply Impact muted  

Broad money supply grew by 2.81% to N27.83trn in the month of May. In spite of the CBN’s effort to boost 

liquidity and lending to the private sector, money supply in July was constrained by increased net OMO 

outflows (N200.10bn). Credit to private sector declined marginally by 0.12% to N24.86trn in May, partly due 

to high lending rates (21-22% pa).  

Outlook 

With the commencement of the harvest season, we anticipate a further decline in commodity prices in 

coming months. This will help taper inflationary pressures from the boost in liquidity due to higher FAAC 

and minimum wage implementation. The major risk to our projections remains security challenges in the 

food producing states. The 2-month projections point to a likely inflection as the impact of the arrears on the 

minimum wage and the implications of the consequential costs on general prices in September. 
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Important Notice 

This document is issued by Financial Derivatives Company. It is for information purposes only. It does not constitute any offer, recom-

mendation or solicitation to any person to enter into any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy, nor does it 

constitute any prediction of likely future movements in rates or prices or any representation that any such future movements will not 

exceed those shown in any illustration. All rates and figures  appearing are for illustrative purposes. You are advised to make your own 

independent judgment with respect to any matter contained herein.  

© 2019.   “This  publication  is for private circulation only.   Any other use or publication without the prior express consent of Financial 

Derivatives Company Limited is prohibited.” 
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